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Abstract 
Minimizing the number of precedence constrained, unit-time tardy jobs is strongly NP-hard on 
a single machine. We study a special case of the problem where a job is tardy if it is finished 
more than a fixed K time units after its earliest possible completion time under the precedence 
constraints. We prove that the problem remains strongly NP-hard even with these special due 
dates. We also present polynomial time solutions for the weighted version of the problem if 
the precedence constraints are out-forests or interval orders. In the process, we also present a 
polynomial time solution for a special case of the minimum weight hitting set problem. 
1. Introduction 
Minimizing the number of tardy jobs on a single machine is one of the classical 
scheduling problems. Moore [14] presented an O(n logn) time solution for an n-job 
instance of it. The complexity of the problem changes drastically, however, if there are 
precedence constraints specified on the jobs. Garey and Johnson [S] have shown that 
the problem is strongly NP-hard with general precedence constraints, even if all the 
jobs have unit processing time. Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [ 1 l] have further sharpened 
this result by showing that this problem remains strongly NP-hard, even if the set of 
precedence constraints is a collection of chains. 
In this paper, we study a special case of the precedence constrained unit-time schedul- 
ing problem, in which each job has a special due date. More precisely, a job is tardy 
if it is completed more than a Jixed K time units after its earliest possible completion 
time under the precedence constraints. This problem was first studied by Sharary and 
Zaguia [ 151, but it is a frequently occurring assumption in scheduling that each job is 
given the same constant flow allowance [2]. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce our notation and 
definitions. This is followed by showing that the problem remains strongly NP-hard 
even with these special due dates, thus sharpening Garey and Johnson’s result in a 
different direction. Our last section deals with special classes of precedence constraints, 
for which the problem is solvable in polynomial time, even with arbitrary nonnegative 
weights. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
The scheduling problem is defined as follows. There are n jobs Jl, Jz,. . . ,J, to be 
processed on a single machine. The machine can execute at most one job at a time. 
Each job is available for processing at time zero and requires one unit of uninterrupted 
processing time, i.e., pi = 1 for i = 1,2,. . . , n. The ordering of the jobs in any 
schedule has to be consistent with the precedence constraints, which are represented 
by a partially ordered set (poset) P defined on n points ul,u2,. . ,u,. If ui is less 
than uj in P, denoted by Ui <p u,, then job Ji must precede job 4 in every feasible 
schedule. (When this does not create any ambiguity we will use the job Ji and the 
point ui interchangeably.) If q is the completion time of job 4 in a schedule, then 
it is tardy if Cj > dj, where dj is the given due date of 4, otherwise it is early. 
If Cj > dj, then there is a unit penalty Ui = 1, otherwise Uj = 0. Our objective is 
to find the schedule which minimizes C(l=, vi, the number of tardy jobs. This is the 
problem described by 1 Iprec, pj = 1 1 CL$ in the well-accepted notation in scheduling 
theory [lo]. We will also study the weighted case, 1 Iprec, pj = 1 1 CWjC$, where the 
arbitrary nonnegative penalty for job J/ being tardy is wj (j = 1,2, . . . , n). Minimizing 
the weighted number of tardy jobs is NP-hard, even with no precedence constraints, 
since it contains the well-known knapsack problem. The decision version of 1 11 CWj L$ 
was included in Karp’s original list [6] of NP-complete problems. Lawler [8] showed 
that the Moore-Hodgson algorithm can be adapted to solve 1 ) I CWj CJ if the processing 
time and weights are “agreeably ordered”, i.e., pi < p, implies wi >wj for each pair 
Ji,s$. If release times vi are specified for each job J,, then even the unweighted problem 
1 I rj ) Cq is strongly NP-hard, but Kise, Ibaraki and Mine [7] found an O(n*) algorithm 
for the agreeably ordered case 1 I ri < rj + di <dj 1 Zl$. Lawler [9] improved this to an 
O(n log n) algorithm by a modification of the Moore-Hodgson algorithm. Monma [ 121 
gave an O(n) algorithm for the 1 I pj = 1 I ZU, problem. 
A set of elements C in a poset P is a chain if every pair of elements from C is 
comparable in P. A set of elements A in a poset P is an antichain if no two elements 
of A are comparable in P. The size of a maximum size antichain in P is the width 
of P, denoted by wd(P). The size of a maximum size chain in P is the length of P, 
denoted by Z(P). A set of elements I in a poset P is an ideal if v E I and u <p v 
imply u E I. F C P is a filter if I = P\F is an ideal. A poset R is an extension of P 
if they have the same ground set and u <p v implies u <R v for every u, v E P. L is a 
linear extension of P if L is an extension of P and it is a chain. Linear extensions of 
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P are the feasible schedules of a scheduling problem with precedence constraints P. 
Job J; is a predecessor of 4 if Ui <p uj, and 3 is called a successor of Ji. The 
closed predecessor set of 4 is defined by D(uj) = {ui : ui <pUj}. Ji is an immediate 
predecessor of 4 if Ui < p Uj and there is no uk with Ui < p uk < p Uj. 
Garey and Johnson [5] proved that 1 Iprec, pj = 1 1 CC$ is strongly NP-hard. This 
was later sharpened by Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [ 111, who showed that even 1 1 chains, 
pj = 1 1 CUj is strongly NP-hard. It is clear that, in any feasible schedule, the earliest 
possible starting time for job .$ is lD(U,j)l - 1. Here we study a special case of 1 Iprec, 
p, = 1 I Cl/$ wh ere the due date of _$ is given by d(uj) = ID( + K for j = 1,. . . , n 
and K is jixed. This due date has the practical interpretation that each job is given 
the same time allowance (K) to finish after its earliest possible completion time. This 
type of due date has been referred to in the literature as having constant flow or slack 
allowance [2]. The precedence constrained number of tardy jobs problem with these 
special due dates was first studied by Sharary and Zaguia [ 151. 
A poset P is an interval order if its elements correspond to closed intervals Ij of 
the real line SO that ui <p Uj if and only if Zi is entirely to the left of Ij. If D-(ui) = 
{u: u <p ui}, then an equivalent characterization of interval orders is that the sets 
D-(u;) can be linearly ordered by inclusion. Interval orders play an important role 
in many scheduling problems. For a review and alternative characterizations see e.g. 
Mohring [13]. A poset P is an out-forest if each element has at most one immediate 
predecessor in P. A poset P is an out-tree if it is an out-forest and for any two 
elements one precedes the other or they have a common predecessor. 
3. Complexity 
Theorem 1. The decision version of the 1 Iprec, pj = 1,dj = ID( +K]Cq problem 
is strongly NP-complete. 
Proof. The decision version of the problem is clearly in NP. We prove that it is 
NP-complete by a modified construction of Garey and Johnson [5], reducing the well- 
known CLIQUE problem to our scheduling problem. 
CLIQUE 
Instance: A graph G with vertex set V = {VI, ~72,. . . , vq} and edge set E = {el , e2,. , e,}, 
a positive integer p. 
Question: Is there a subset S C V of p vertices such that (i, j) E E for every i, j E S? 
For an instance of CLIQUE we construct the instance SCHEDULE of the decision 
version of 1 Iprec, pj = 1, dj = 1 D(uj) I + K 1 Cyi. 
SCHEDULE 
Instunce: J = lJ:=, {v!, vf, . . . , vf} U E, where I = p(p - 1); 
each vertex job and edge job has processing time 1; 
the precedence constraints P are defined by 
r~:<,vi for l<s<t<l and iE {1,2,...,q} and 
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P: 
Fig. 
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1. An example of the construction of Theorem 1 for p = 3. 
vf < pej, whenever vi is an end point of ej in G, ( 1 < i < q,l G j Gr); 
K=l(p-2)+p(p- l)- 1. 
Question: Is there a schedule with no more than CUi = k = I(q - p) + r + 1 tardy 
tasks? 
An example for the construction of (J,P) from a G is shown in Fig. 1. 
It is clear that a vertex job t$ has due date d($) = s + K, for i = 1,2,. . . ,q 
and 1 <s< I, and each edge job ej has the same due date d(ej) = 1 D(ej) 1 + K = 
2Z+l+K=Zp+ip(p-l)for lbj<r. 
Suppose there is a schedule with no more than k tardy jobs. Since the latest due 
date for any vertex job is D(v!) = I + K = Z(p - 1) + ip(p - 1) - 1, we can have 
at most this many vertex jobs on time. Therefore, we must have at least Zq + r - k - 
[I( p - 1) + i p(p - 1) - l] = i p(p - 1) edge tasks on time, i.e., these edge tasks are 
completed by their due date Ip+ i p( p - I). Because of the precedence constraints, each 
of these edge jobs must be preceded by 21 vertex jobs, so we must have completed 
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by lp + i p(p - 1) at least lp vertex jobs too. In summary, there must be exactly ip 
vertex jobs and i p( p - 1) edge jobs completed by lp + i p( p - 1 ), implying that they 
form a clique of size p in G. 
For the other direction, assume now that G has a clique { 01, ~2,. . , up} of size p. 
Let JO := UL<’ lJt=, * U {vj,v,’ , . . . , vf*}. Schedule the jobs in JO first, following the 
priority rule “lowest level first”, i.e., for any 01, t$ E JO schedule t$ before vj if s < t 
for 1 bi < j 6 p, and break ties s = t by scheduling VT before vi if 1 <i < j 6 p. 
Schedule the jobs in the chain {v;‘~+’ , . . . , vj} after Jo, followed by the i p( p - 1) edge 
jobs in the clique, followed by the remaining jobs in any order consistent with P. It 
can be checked that all but the last job from JO and the $ p( p - 1) edge jobs in the 
clique will be on time in this schedule, and every other job will be late. This means 
that the schedule has exactly Z( p - 1) + l/2 - 1 + i p( p - 1) early jobs and therefore 
Zq+r-[Z(p-1)+1/2-l+ip(p-l)]=ktardyjobs. Cl 
4. Polynomially solvable special cases 
First we prove a useful property for optimal schedules. 
Theorem 2. Let E = {u~,uz ,..., u,,,} be the early jobs in an optimal schedule L for 
1 Iprec, dj = 1 D(Uj) 1 + K j ElJ,. Then there is an optimaI schedule L’ which has 
the same early job set E and schedules these early jobs in nondecreasing order oj 
ID(ui 1,2,...,m. 
Proof. Let Ui,uj E E be such that ui <L uj, ]D(u~) 1 > (D(u~) 1 and there is no other 
pair of jobs in L which would satisfy these properties and would be closer to each 
other in L than Ui and Uj. Assume there is a job v for which ui <L v <L Uj and 
Ui <p V. Clearly ID( < ID(V) 1 and I D(V) ) > I D(Uj) 1, and since uj is early, v 
must be early in L too, contradicting the definition of Ui and Uj. Thus, there is no v 
between ui and uj in L which is a successor of Ui. Therefore, Ui can be moved and 
inserted into the position immediately following Uj. The new schedule will have the 
same early job set as L. Applying this argument a finite number of times will yield 
the schedule L’ of the theorem. 0 
The following two results were first proved by Sharary and Zaguia [ 151 for the 
unweighted case. Here we generalize them to 1 ( prec, dj = 1 D(Uj) 1 + K ( CWjUj. For 
any subset S c P define its weight by w(S) = xu,ES Wi. 
Theorem 3. If P is a general poset and Q is a maximum weight suborder of P with 
wd(Q) f K + 1, then the weighted number of tardy jobs is at least LB = w(P) - w(Q) 
in any schedule. 
Proof. Let L = ul,u2,... ,u, be an arbitrary feasible schedule, and let the set of on- 
time tasks be E. It follows that for the width of the subposet E we have wd(E) < K + 1, 
since otherwise there would be an antichain E’ = {al, a*, . . . , aKf2) contained in E and 
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the last job from E’ in L would be preceded by more than K incomparable jobs, so 
it would have to be late. Thus w(E) <w(Q), by Q being of maximum weight among 
the suborders of width no more than K f 1, and the theorem follows. 0 
LB in Theorem 3 represents a strong lower bound on the weighted number of tardy 
jobs in any feasible schedule. The following theorem shows that LB is tight and can 
be realized for some special posets. 
Theorem 4. If P is an interval order and Q is a maximum weight suborder of width 
<K + 1 in P, then there is an optimal schedule in which the on-time jobs are exactly 
those in Q, and the weighted number of tardy jobs is w(P) - w(Q) . 
Proof. Let Q = {ui, 24,. . . , u,} and, since P is an interval order, we can assume 
w.1.o.g. that D-(u~) > D-(u,_i ) > . . ‘2 D-(ul ). 
We show that there is an optimal schedule L in which the early jobs are exactly the 
jobs in Q. By Theorem 2, we can assume that ui <L u:! <L . . <L u,,,. So let L be 
the schedule ordering Q this way and scheduling the jobs in Q as early as possible. 
A v E P - Q is scheduled in L before a ui E Q only if v E D-(ui), but this implies 
v E D-(uj) for j > i. So if there is a u preceding Uj in L and u is not a predecessor 
of Uj in P, then u E Q. But wd(Q) <K + 1, so Uj can be preceded by at most K 
incomparable jobs, i.e., uj is not tardy in L for j = 1,2,. . .,m. By Theorem 3 the 
theorem follows. 0 
In light of the preceding two theorems, the computation of LB and the minimiza- 
tion of the weighted number of tardy jobs with interval-ordered precedence constraints 
reduce to the following problem. 
MAXIMUM WEIGHT SUBORDER 
Given a poset P, weights w, for Uj E P, and a fixed k < wd(P). Find Q 2 P such that 
wd(Q)dk and w(Q)>w(S) for every SCP with wd(S)<k. 
Steiner [ 161 presented an algorithm for finding a maximum size suborder of width k 
in a general poset. In the following, we briefly review the salient features of this solu- 
tion and show that it can be extended to apply to MAXIMUM WEIGHT SUBORDER 
too. It is based on transforming the problem to a minimum cost network flow problem 
on an auxiliary digraph N = (X, E): Each element uj of the poset P is split into two 
vertices uj,u$ E X in N, connected by the directed edge (uj,uj) E E. For each Ui, 
Uj E P, if ui is covered by Uj in the Hasse diagram of P (Ui is an immediate pre- 
decessor of Uj), then G has the directed edge (ui,uj) E E. We add a source vertex 
s and a sink vertex t, with a directed edge (s, uj) E E for every element uj E P 
and a directed edge (u$, t) E E from every $-type vertex in N. Every edge (ui, u$) 
has capacity c(uj,ul) = 1 and shipping cost a(ui,zli) = -wj. Every other type edge 
has unbounded capacity and zero shipping cost. (An example for a poset P with unit 
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N: 
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Fig. 2. A poset P and the corresponding network N with capacities and costs shown on the network edges. 
weights and the corresponding network N is shown in Fig. 2.) Then we look for a 
minimum cost network flow in G which sends k units of flow from s to t. 
If f * is an integer valued minimum cost flow in N which sends k units of flow 
from s to t, then the saturated edges E* = {(uj,u;): f *(uj,u(i) = 1) correspond to a 
set of k paths in Q* = {Uj : (Uj,U;) E E*}. Invoking Dilworth’s theorem [3] proves 
that wd(Q*)<k. Since the cost of f" is a(E*) = CCu,,u;JEE* a(uj,$) = -w(Q*), it 
follows that Q* has the maximum possible weight. 
It is well-known that such a minimum cost network flow problem always has an 
integer valued optimal solution, which can be found in polynomial time. See e.g. Ahuja 
et. al. [l] for details and the fastest polynomial time algorithms. Thus, we have proved 
the following. 
Theorem 5. MAXIMUM WEIGHT SUBORDER can be solved in polynomial time 
by Jinding a minimum cost jlow sending k units in an auxiliary network. 
Sharary and Zaguia [ 151 have shown that solving MAXIMUM SIZE SUBORDER is 
equivalent to solving a special case of the well-known NP-hard problem HITTING SET 
in which we want to ‘hit’ the collection of all antichains of size k-t 1 with a suborder of 
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minimum size. Therefore, Theorem 5 means not only that we have a polynomial time 
computation for LB and a polynomial time solution for our scheduling problem with 
interval-ordered precedence constraints, but we can also solve in polynomial time the 
special case of WEIGHTED HITTING SET in which we want to ‘hit’ the collection 
of all antichains of size k + 1 with a minimum weight suborder. 
Lemma 6. If P is an out-forest, then the early jobs form an ideal and the late jobs 
form a Jilter of P in any feasible schedule. 
Proof. Consider a u E P which is late in the schedule, i.e., it is completed some time 
after its due date d(u) = [D(u)1 +K. Let v be an arbitrary successor of u in P. Since P 
is an out-forest, there is a unique chain u = ui <p 2.~ <p . . . <p u,,, = v, where 
each ai is an immediate predecessor of Ui+i (i = 1,2, . . . , m - 1) in P. Furthermore, 
D(V) = D(U) u {a*, . . . ) urn}, so that we have d(v) = ID(u)1 + K = ID(u)1 + m - 1 + K. 
It is clear, however, that if u completed after (D(u)1 + K, then v cannot be completed 
by ID(v)/ + K in a feasible schedule. 0 
Theorem 7. Let P be an out-forest and define the ideal Ij (j = 1,2,. . . , Z(P)) as a 
solution to 
max{w(l): I C P ideal, 111 = K +j, l(1) = j}. 
If I” is the ideal where max{w(Zj): j = 1,2,..., l(P)} is obtained, then there is an 
optimal schedule in which the early jobs are exactly those in r* and the weighted 
number of tardy jobs is w(P) - w(Z*). 
Proof. Since the only possible due date values are K + 1, K + 2,. . . , K + l(P) if P is an 
out-forest, it is clear that any feasible schedule will have exactly K + 6 early jobs for 
some 6 E { 1,2,. . . , l(P)}, unless n <K, which is not a case of interest. The maximum 
total weighted number of early jobs can be found by obtaining 
max 
I <6</(P) 
max{w(&): l&l = K + 6, there is a schedule with early job set Es}. 
Consider now a schedule La with exactly K + 6 early jobs and let these form the 
set E6. By Lemma 6, Es must be an ideal in P. Let u be the last job from Ed in Ld. 
Since IEdl = K + 6, u is completed no sooner than K + 6. On the other hand, u is 
early, so d(u) = (D(u)/ +K >K + 6. P being an out-forest, D(U) is a chain, so we can 
have ID(u)/ > 6 only if Ed contains the chain D(U) of length at least S. So we have 
proved that any schedule with exactly K + 6 early jobs must contain a chain of length 
6 in its early set Ed. Thus, 
fs := max{w(Eg): JEs( = K + 6, th ere is a schedule with early set Es} 
= max{w(Eg): IEa[ = K + S,3 schedule s.t Ed early,Eg C P ideal, 1(&)>6). 
(1) 
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Consider now an ideal I &P with (I) = K + 6 and Z(I) 26. Let L be a schedule 
which starts with the jobs in I in nondecreasing order of their due dates. Since Z(I) 2 6, 
there is a chain C c I, such that Z(C) > 6 and the ith job in C has due date K + i 
(IGiGS). Therefore, if ui,uz ,..., ug are the last 6 jobs from I in L, then we must 
have ID(u;)I > K+i (1 < i < 6). So each ui is early in L, and it is clear that the remaining 
jobs from I are also early in L, as they are all completed by K + 1. By (1 ), we have 
proved that 
fs = max{w(I): I C P ideal, 111 = K + 6, Z(I) 26). 
The preceding argument also shows that if we have an ideal I such that 111 = K + 6 
and Z(Z) = 6+k, for some positive integer k, then adding k arbitrary jobs - if they exist 
_ to I, so that the resulting set I’ will be an ideal, we will have a schedule in which 
every job from I’ is early. Clearly w(P) > w(I), and I’ will be considered for fh+k, so 
there is no need to consider I as a candidate for the optimal early set for the original 
scheduling problem. If we cannot find k jobs to add to I, then n < K + 6 + k <K + Z(P), 
in which case every job will be early in the nondecreasing due date order schedule. 
This situation will be detected, of course, when computing fn, as we will get Z, = P 
maximizing fn. In summary, it is sufficient to consider the ideals Ii, which were defined 
in the theorem, instead of the possibly larger set maximizing fj (j = 1,2,. . . , Z(P)). 
This proves the theorem. Cl 
Faigle and Kern [4] presented a polynomial time solution for finding the largest 
weight ideal of given cardinality in rooted trees. We could directly reduce the problem 
of finding the Ij of Theorem 7 to this solution if Ij always had to contain a maximum 
weight chain of length j in P. Unfortunately, this is not true, as it can be seen from 
simple examples. In the following, we show how to modify the dynamic programming 
algorithm in [4] for finding Zj. 
For convenience and w.l.o.g., we assume that the out-forest P has a - possibly 
fictitious - root ug. (If P is not rooted originally, then introducing us with weight 
w(uo) will not change the solvability of the scheduling problem, as the earliness or 
tardiness of the jobs is not affected by putting the common predecessor ug in front of 
a schedule.) If ~1, ~2,. . . , ut denote the sons of ug in P, then Ti = {u E P : Ui <pu} 
for i = 1,2,..., t is a subtree of P rooted at ui. Let T; be our generic notation for a 
subtree of Ti rooted at Ui. 
Theorem 8. Let P be a rooted tree with (a not necessarily nonnegative) weight func- 
tion w. Then for each positive integer c and j, max{w(I): I &P ideal, (II =c, Z(I) = j} 
can be found in 0(n5) steps. 
Proof. For every integer c and k with 0 <c d 1 T; I and 1 d k < Z( 7;: ), define 
w(c, Ti,k) := max{w(T/): ]T:l = c,Z(T:) = k}. 
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For l<i<t, O~c~lT~l+(Tzl+~~.+~T~~ and ldk<mxlQiQrl(C), let 
w(c,i,k) := ly;i w(T[) + w(T,‘) + ... + w(T/): 2 IT,‘1 = c,Z(T:) = k . 
. . s=l > 
The w(c, i, k)‘s can be computed from the w(c’, Ti, k’)‘s (c’ dc, k’ 6 k) : 
w(c, I,k) = w(c, T,,k) and 
w(c,i + 1,k) = max{max{w(c’,i,k) + w(c”, Ti+l,k’): c’ + C” = c,k’<k}, 
max{w(c’,i,k’) + w(c”, Ti+l,k): C’ + C” = c,k’<k}}. 
The solution of the original problem is given by 
w(c,P,j) = w(ue) + w(c - 1, t, j - 1). 
All of the above values can be determined recursively, starting at the maximal elements 
(leaves) of P: Successively move down to the current root us by computing w(c, T’, k) 
for larger and larger rooted subtrees of P. Since no more than 2(c + 1 )k < 2Z(P)n < 2n2 
steps are needed to compute w(c, i+ 1, k) from the values obtained for previous subtrees, 
the computations at each node of P require at most 0(n4) steps. Hence, we get the 
overall bound 0(n5). 0 
Finally, we note that Theorems 7 and 8 imply that when P is a collection of chains, 
which is an out-forest, we have a polynomial time solution of the scheduling problem 
1 I pj = 1, chains, dj = ( D(u~) I + K 1 Zwjq. This is interesting, 
Rinnooy Kan [I l] have proved that even the unweighted problem 
I Cc(i is NP-hard with unrestricted due dates. 
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